
 

Hi,

Welcome to the summary of C++ news, articles, videos and resources from March 2020!

This month I'd like to draw your attention to the following topics:

COVID-19 is spreading all over the world causing most of the events, conferences and
meetups to be delayed or cancelled.
How to implement span comparisons
Do you know all of your friends?
More about the new keyword requires  from C++20
A few experimental features for C++23 and beyond
What's so hard about PDF editing?

Let's start!



News and Updates  

This section contains short news and updates that happened in March:

2020 Annual C++ Developer Survey "Lite" Spend 10 minutes and participate in this
important survey. Thanks to your opinion the ISO committee might get a better picture of
what's needed in the future versions of C++.

Clang 10.0 is realeased The biggest change is the support for Concepts. If you want to try it
out, you can use godbolt.

Gcc is adding static analyser. Next GCC release, 10.0, will contain a new feature - build-in
static analyser. It can warn on double-free errors, freeing a non-heap pointer, using a
function that's known to be unsafe to use inside a signal handler. You can try it on godbolt.

New CMake is out. 3.17.0 version supports "Ninja Multi-Config" generator, which is similar to
the "Ninja" generator but can be used to build multiple configurations at once.

Important step for the MSVC compiler: Announcing full support for a C/C++ conformant
preprocessor in MSVC

More trip reports from Prague:

Timur Dumler - Trip report: February 2020 ISO C++ committee meeting, Prague
Guy Davidson - Kafka's uncle spends a week with Les Booloise: Prague trip report –
World of hatcat

All courses at Pluralsight are now free in April! You can join and see a lot of good quality
courses, including many about C++ (for example from Kate Gregory)

Jason Turner has a lot of live stream sessions where he refactors code, reviews it... and even
ports DOOM to C++ in a mega 10-hour long video! Check out his YouTube channel: https://w
ww.youtube.com/user/lefticus1/videos

af://n563
https://isocpp.org/blog/2020/04/third-annual-cpp-foundation-developer-survey-lite
https://releases.llvm.org/10.0.0/tools/clang/docs/ReleaseNotes.html#c-language-changes-in-clang
https://godbolt.org/z/PXra32
https://developers.redhat.com/blog/2020/03/26/static-analysis-in-gcc-10/
https://godbolt.org/z/RZCc3p
https://discourse.cmake.org/t/cmake-3-17-0-available-for-download/828
https://devblogs.microsoft.com/cppblog/announcing-full-support-for-a-c-c-conformant-preprocessor-in-msvc/?WT.mc_id=reddit-social-marouill
https://timur.audio/trip-report-february-2020-iso-c-committee-meeting-prague
https://hatcat.com/?p=119
https://www.youtube.com/user/lefticus1/videos


Articles, Videos & Resources  

In this section, we'll have a closer look at some recent content about C++.

Events cancelled by COVID-19  

Due to the global pandemic situation, almost all upcoming C++ conferences, user group meetings
are postponed or cancelled. The most up-to-date information about forthcoming events is
available on Reddit: C++ Events Affected By Coronavirus: cpp

The most important events:

ISO C++ Meeting in Varna (Bulgaria) is Cancelled
ISO C++ Meeting in New York 11-09 to 11-14 without change (yet)
All user group meetings postponed

Cancelled conferences:

ACCU (UK)
C++ Now (US)
CPPP (France)

Postponed

C++ Russia, delayed to June
Qt World Summit - new date 10-20 to 10-22
Core C++ new date in Autumn

Implementing span’s comparisons  

Implementing span's comparisons by Barry Revzin.

C++20 introduces new type - std::span , type-erased view onto a contiguous range of some
data. The author is trying to implement operator, that is able to compare different types. First,
let’s consider what types we should be able to compare. Here are six types that std::span<int>
could hypothetically be comparable with:

1. std::span<int>
2. std::span<int const>
3. std::span<long>
4. std::vector<int>
5. std::list<int>
6. std::vector<long>

span<int>  and span<int const>  are obvious. The author claims that comparing should behave
like std::memcpy , so only std::vector<int>  should be taken into account. For the rest - we
should use std::ranges::equal .

In C++17 we can implement a class with all 12 operator overloads... but this will fail on a simple
case:

std::span<int> x = /* ... */;

std::span<int> y = /* ... */;

bool check = (x == y);

af://n589
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https://www.reddit.com/r/cpp/comments/fidita/c_events_affected_by_coronavirus/
af://n617
https://brevzin.github.io/c++/2020/03/30/span-comparisons/


The reason is that the implementation has now two valid ==  operators and the compiler cannot
select a single candidate.

To fix this issue, we must write non-trivial SFINAE template magic - which is described. But
towards the end of the article, you'll see a version that uses C++20 features: Concepts, Ranges
and the spaceship operator to implement everything in just two operators!

The article is great if you'd like to explore the latest and the greatest C++20 features and also see
interactions between them.

Friends and where to find them  

Friends and where to find them by Dawid Pilarski

A detailed explanation of friendship in C++ language. The author starts with a simple example: a
structure with a friend function.

If you didn't know - this declares the function foo , which is not a member function. So, if it's not
a member - how we can call it? Let's try:

We also cannot call it from a different member function:

The only thing capable of calling it is an ADL (Argument Dependent Lookup) – if an argument of
some type is passed to a function, then the function will also be looked for in type itself and its
namespace. Let's modify our example a bit:

struct S {

    friend void foo();

};

int main(){

  foo();   // nope the function is not declared

  ::foo(); // nope - the function is not declared in 

           // the global namespace

  S::foo();     // still no - foo is not a member of S!

  using S::foo; // cannot using-declare member!

  void foo();   // declaration of the same function as in S structure

  foo();        // aah there you are

}

struct S{

    friend void foo();

    void bar(){foo();} // still no - compiler is not 

                       // looking for a non-members in S

};

struct S {

    friend void foo(const S&) { 

        std::cout << "you found me!\n";

    }

};

int main(){

    S s;

    foo(s);

}

af://n639
https://blog.panicsoftware.com/friends-and-where-to-find-them/


This technique is called hidden friends , commonly used e.g. with overloading operator<< .
The blog post also describes what happens, if we add templates to friend functions. There's a
great example of a bug in the boost library - inside ssl_stream  library. The author describes how
the bug was fixed, and proposes a better solution for the problem.

Requires-clause  

Requires-clause by Andrzej Krzemieński

The post is about C++20 feature related to constraining templates: requires-clause. Although
C++20 is due to be published this year, it is not there yet; so the author is talking about the
future. In one of the first examples, he showed how requires  works for overload resolution -
the most important thing here is that violating constraints is not a hard error itself, it's not a
compilation failure:

Even though the first predicate is not satisfied, code will compile because it satisfies second
overload.

Later, he showed two-step constraint satisfaction - take a look at the code below:

What if T:value_type  doesn’t exist? This is one of the special property of require  clause, the
Boolean predicate you provide actually expresses two constraints. First: that this expression is
well-formed. If it is not, the constraint is considered violated, and the template is "disabled". But it
is not a program error. When the predicate is determined to be well-formed, the compiler checks
if it is an expression that can be evaluated at compile-time and if its type is exactly bool. If not, we
get a hard error.

Andrzej also explains what is a valid predicate - for example, this one:

is not valid! The example above gives us hard compilation error. To fix it, we need to add
parentheses:

template <typename T> requires is_trivial_v<T>

void fun(T v) { std::cout << "1"; }

 

template <typename T>

void fun(T v) { std::cout << "2"; }

 

int main()

{

  std::string s;

  fun(s);  // displays: "2"

}

template <typename T> requires is_trivial_v<typename T::value_type>

void fun(T v);

template <typename T> requires !is_trivial_v<T>

void fun(T v);

template <typename T>

  requires (!is_trivial_v<T>)

void fun(T v);
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Forcing braces here is an important safety feature: it reminds us that !predicate  is not the
opposite of predicate inside a requires-expressions. Recall:

This checks if calling the type trait is well-formed and if the call returns true. The opposite of this
would be "either calling the type trait is invalid, or the call returns false".

More examples in the article.

c_str -correctness  

c_str -correctness by Arthur O’Dwyer

Short but great article about the c_str()  method. Actually, about data()  vs c_str() . In short:
both std::string_view  class and std::string  contains the data()  method. However, it is
dangerous to use it.

Even though this example works fine, it's not a good idea to use .data()  here. When someone
refactors this code and change the variable type to std::string_view , the code may crash.

Why?

While std::string  owns the data, and also is null-terminated, string_view  is only a pointer
and might not be null-terminated. That's why it's better to write .c_str()  when passing a null-
terminated string into C-style functions that require it.

A few experimental features for C++  

A few experimental features for C++ by Corentin Jabot

In this article, the author presents a few language features that he hoped to see in C++23. These
features are not part of a working draft, and they have not been presented to the C++ committee
yet, but they are really interesting. All of them are available on godbolt!

For example - multidimensional subscript operator:

Even though there are no proposals for the standard, these features look promising.

Some other ideas explored in the article:

Auto Non-Static Data Members Initializers
A placeholder with no name

template <typename T> requires is_trivial_v<typename T::value_type>

void fun(T v);

void one(const std::string& fname) {

    FILE *fp = fopen(fname.data(), "w");  // BAD!

}

struct image {

    pixel operator[](size_t x, size_t y) const;

};

/*...*/

pixel x = my_image[42, 42];

af://n666
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Tutorial: C++20's Iterator Sentinels  

Tutorial: C++20's Iterator Sentinels by Jonathan Mueller.

Sentinels are just iterators to the end of the container. C++20 introduces ranges and finally we
can write copy(container, dest)  instead of copy(container.begin(), container.end(),
dest) .

But what happens when we need to use NULL-terminated strings as arguments? Jonathan shows
how we can implement end-only iterator and combine the usage of such with
std::ranges::copy . The final version of his implementation is simple and readable:

And in the article, you'll see how to implement zstring_sentinel  and also other iterators that
follow a similar pattern.

Changes between C++17 and C++20  

P2131 - Changes between C++17 and C++20

Finally, after the last meeting in Prague, and the approval of all C++20 feature, we have a paper
that summarises all of the changes!

This is a convenient document as it groups features into several categories, like:

Removed or deprecated features
New core language features with global applicability (concepts, modules, coroutines, the
spaceship operator)
New core language features with local applicability (Designated initialisers, constinit, new
attributes, bit_cast, etc)
New library features (Ranges, calendar and time zones, text formatting, synchronisation, etc)
Modifications to existing features ( char8_t , updates to the memory model, Template head
for generic lambdas, Copy elision and move semantics, CTAD updates, and similar)
Miscellaneous (Feature test macros, the <version>  header, and others)
Unlisted papers
Defects, issues, bug fixes

The best thing is that proposals for the features are grouped - e.g. concepts contain 16(!) different
proposals, that were accepted into C++20.

Another thing that's worth mentioning is the fact that at the end of the document there's a
"super-advanced" C++20 example, that shows all the possible features:

So... we can probably expect another update to this paper, with a bit more improved version :)

void do_sth(const char* str)

{

    std::vector<char> buffer;

    std::ranges::copy(str, zstring_sentinel{},

                      std::back_inserter(buffer));

 

    // continue doing something

}

int main() { }

af://n686
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By the way, here are the document, from the same author, that mention differences between
other versions of the Standard:

Changes between C++11 and C++14 - P1319
Changes between C++14 and C++17 - P0636

Extra: What's so hard about PDF text extraction?  

PDF text extraction @FilingDB Blog

The PDF format, which was released in the early 90s, is very popular for storing books, articles
and various kinds of documents. We can easily edit Word files, Txt file… but why cannot we just
open and edit PDFs?

The main reason is that PDF was designed as "output" format, read-only rather than read/write.
It's just a stream of instructions for the printer and doesn't hold any semantic information about
the file. For example, there are no paragraphs or text lines, but just a list of glyphs to render at a
specific position.

In the article, you can read what are the tough problems that a developer might face when trying
to reconstruct the proper information out of PDF. To name a few:

Read protection
Embedded images
Embedded fonts and their subsets
Words, paragraphs and structure order

One note: in my company - Xara - we also have to cope with PDFs. Our document editor is very
powerful, and it allows PDF editing! You can also try the online version! See @Xara.com

https://wg21.link/P1319
https://wg21.link/P0636
af://n723
https://www.filingdb.com/pdf-text-extraction
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About Authors  

Bartlomiej Filipek - @fenbf - is a C++ software developer with more than 12 years of
professional experience, Author of ("C++17 in Detail"), Microsoft MVP, C++ ISO Member and the
creator of bfilipek.com - a blog about C++.

Wojciech Razik is a Senior C++/Rust developer at Luxoft, currently writing software for 5G
network. He enjoys reading C++ Standard before bed, and he loves to hate JS from dawn to dusk.
You can reach him @Linkedin
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